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1.
according to the order, before we go to sleep we go for a walk. We ask the reception to the
beach. A map that is about 2 km, but a few guys sitting with the "tourist services" says that
more than 10 km. At the moment we do not want to use their services and decide to go. (The
day after we checked on a different map and Guideposts - it really could be about 10km)
2.
Generally, few people here it comes - the majority of three-wheel tuk-stops and so the art of
moving. My 30 minutes did not give it up and avoiding the sometimes appearing in "cow pies"
come to the waterfront. We do some photos and find that, however, unless we use
transportation to go back to the hotel.
3.
It turns out that the cost of a tuk-art of only 20 rupees (about U.S. $ 1). So please, first of
transportation to the bazaar where you want to buy water. The driver speaks English poorly,
unfortunately, so when I get to bazarku, it is difficult for us to change the decision and ask for
transportation to a store. The driver does not give up and after a while we come to the
restaurant where you buy drinks. The driver goes with me - probably so that the landlord knew
that he had brought me. Prices of beverages unless they are officially regulated, because we
pay a price that is printed on the bottle. In our restaurant the price is exactly the same - 15
rupees.
4.
We return to the hotel around 11 and decide a little odespać - until we wake up before 17, so as
to make it an appointment with our caregivers.
5.
In accordance with "residence" is transported to the Cellular Jail - probably the main museum
on the performance of "light and sound." Probably inclined to think of something more "show."
Really boils down to the present flowing from the speakers and the history of the Andaman jail
and fight for freedom Andamans. There are no actors, only a few objectives of the backlight
lamps in prison and bushes in the courtyard with the development of history .
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Fortunately this is only 45 minutes - rather not look. Ticket price included in the event - a
total of just 20 rupees.
6.
After the show we go to the hotel where he has already started preparations for Diwali
Eve-events for which distributes ticket desk.
7.
Quite enjoyable event. Singing an Indian team is quite decent local food, cold drinks. The
disinfection, after long explanations to order alcohol.

8.
In part, the music is playing bingo - reader reads passes, and those who previously purchased
tickets are deleted when you declare yourself an appropriate system of numbers.
9.
Then we can try the local cuisine - the choice is quite large. We taste best baked wheat cakes.
10.
About 21 events that is culmination burning sparklers and fireworks firing - generally only a
small plumes of fire - but also fired by children. Here, nobody pays attention to the fact that it is
dangerous - luckily there was nobody.
11.
Before the end of the event we decide to go to peace, to sleep even the previous night and
prepare for another day.
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